
he much-awaited Cancun Ministerial
had come and gone. To talk of outcome,
it did not end , with bugles or for that
matter lot of promises like at Doha nor
did it end in a Seattle-like fiasco. So how

did it actually come to an end? The Big Boys had to go
home this time empty handed. Not only that, the Cancun
produced before them a perceptional change - they
realised that no longer they could have their absolute say
in WTO. They will have to "carry along" the poor block
together with actual gains for them. So far as gains and
losses to India and other developing nations are con-
cerned - at least this time - they successfully prevented the
organisation from forcing upon them another depressing
agreement, which some have even described as their 'suc-
cess in failure'. The position now is that while the
Conference has ended; the Cancun process still contin-
ues. So, naturally some could not make further in-roads
while others succeeded in not letting others make further
in- roads into their territory. All these gains and losses

have, however, been discussed and debated all over
media before, during and even after the Conference.

Let us now dwell upon making an assessment of what
the Cancun was capable of delivering; what has been (and
that not been) actually delivered and where do we stand now.

The fifth Ministerial Conference of the 146 member
(plus further two members - Cambodia and Nepal - which
are now being acceded) World Trade Organisation held in
the beautiful city of Mexico at Cancun from 10 -14
September was supposed to take stock of the progress in the
Doha Development Agenda negotiations and set the tone
for the future events. But, it could not dislodge its member's
entrenched positions and finally failed to tell the world in
clear terms that the work on the Doha Round - slated to
become effective by January 1, 2005 - was on track. Needless
to mention that the launch of the Doha Development
Agenda negotiations gave a big boost to the multilateral trad-
ing system and it was important that Cancun should have
delivered on the promises that were built into the Doha
negotiations. But, the body failed to produce a Ministerial
Declaration at Cancun as it could not develop consensus
amongst its members; however it did issue a six point
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Ministerial Statement. The Ministerial Statement says the
members have instructed their officials to continue working
on outstanding issues with a renewed sense of urgency and
purpose and taking fully into account all the views that have
been expressed in the Statement. Chairman of the General
Councils working in close co-operation with the WTO
Director General, has been asked to co-ordinate this work
and to convene a meeting at senior officials level no later than
15 December 2003 to take the necessary action at that stage
to enable members to move towards a successful and timely
conclusion of the negotiations. They also recommitted
themselves to working to implement fully and faithfully all
the Doha Declarations and Decisions. Notwithstanding the
interesting dual between Mr. Pascal Lamy and Shri Arun
Jaitley on Doha, without prejudices and without pre-judg-
ing, now it will once again be back to Geneva to allow the
officials to resolve the differences on crucial issues without
which the Doha Development Agenda can not simply take
off.

The value of Cancun is that it has told the world
clearly that the differences between the developed and
developing countries were wide enough to be bridged on
issues as vital as farm subsidy in agriculture and the four
Singapore issues of investment, competition policy trade
facilitation and transparency in government procure-
ment despite developing nations including India agree-
ing to tactical unbundling and at least open for discus-
sions. Another important revelation of the Cancun is
that the developing and other least developed countries
have shown to the world - particularly the biggest trading
powers - that the poor countries can not only unite to
fight their case but also remain firm under the most
severe pressures and allurements exerted/offered by the
rich countries to dismantle their unity. The Cancun
Ministerial turned out to be a ministerial of alliances for
the developing world - they not only maintained their
alliances; but formed newer ones and expanded the exist-
ing. The G-17 (group of developing countries on agri-
culture when it was first formed) became G-21 (when it
had gone to Cancun) and now G-22, which includes
India, China, Brazil and South Africa had taken the fight
against the trade distorting subsidies of the developed
world to the EU's doorstep. Taking a cue from G-21/22,
a new 16-member alliance (actually representing upto 70
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America) was formed
on opposing negotiations on the four Singapore issues.
Some important members of the group included India,
China, Malaysia, Bangladesh (on behalf of group of
LDCs), Jamaica (on behalf of Caribbean community)
and other developing nations.

The developing world had shown - for the first time
- that in this murky world of multi-lateral trade negotia-
tions, they too have finally learnt some art of negotia-
tions. They first formed issue based alliances with other
like minded countries, in order to let their voices be
heard against the mighty developed world; held their
groups together and presented counter-proposals that
avoided the trap of being caught on the defensive. Not
only that, they crafted well thought out strategies to serve
their causes at the plenary sessions as well as at green
room meetings. It appeared that their respective delega-
tions were well prepared at Cancun; the Indian delega-
tion, in particular, was sharp on giving response on issues
and aggressive with great deal of flexibility at negotia-
tions; thanks to all the homework done before (and even
during) Cancun by way of public debate and a growing
level of awareness at all levels on the issues at stake and
the leadership quality and tactful presentation by the
Chief Indian negotiator Shri Arun Jaitley, Hon'ble
Minister of Law & Justice and Commerce & Industry.
Let us now look at how the various sessions went ahead;
after the inaugural, the plenary sessions went as planned:
day 2 was characterised as India Vs EU battle, day 3 - G-
21/22 Vs USA and day 4 - G-21/22 Vs EU & USA. The
US-EU combine had propped up the Singapore issues as
a bargaining chip vis-a vis the poor countries' firm stand
on farm issues such as domestic support for farmers and
substantial export subsidies. They were not willing to
compromise beyond a point even if that meant stalling
the negotiations both in non-farm and farm sector. Yet
the entire time, India made sure not to be a lone voice -
that whatever it said would have the full force of the
entire coalition it had cobbled together. On the fourth
day, i.e., September 13, the draft text agreement was
released which had arbitrarily disregarded and bypassed
the developing world's concerns and viewpoints on a
range of issues on Agriculture Singapore issues and mar-
ket access on non-agricultural products. The seven-page
draft with five annexures not only sought to perpetuate
the currently prevalent distortions in agriculture but also
would have allowed the developed countries to propose
a slew of new measures to increase such distortions. The
developing countries were badly treated in market
access. The draft text imposed a blended formula on
them and they would have to reduce some tariffs by an
average formula, but another portion of tariffs would
have been subjected to a Swiss formula, under which the
higher the tariff, the steeper would be the tariff cut.

The draft further called for the beginning of negotia-
tions on trade facilitation and transparency in government
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procurement, even as there was no explicit consensus to
do so nor on the modalities. In a new twist, the draft kept
investment and competition policy on the agenda of the
WTO - as the EU wanted - by setting a date to agree on the
modalities for commencing negotiations. The text also
linked the date of agreeing modalities on investment nego-
tiations with those of agriculture and (Non-agricultural
Market Access) NAMA. Even on S&D (Special and
Differential Treatment Provisions), the draft offered only
the 'best endeavour clause' and disregarded the long list of
S&D issues. When the draft text was released, it became
clear that either the facilitators were hand in glove with the
developed countries or were completely sidelined in the
preparation of the draft Declaration, some even ques-
tioned the appointment of Ministers from Members as
'facilitators', particularly the one on Singapore issues -
Canada's International Trade Minister Pierre Pettigrew - a
votary of negotiations on the four Singapore issues. The
draft text was clearly against the spirit of the Doha
Development Agenda and heavily loaded in favour of
developed countries and was primarily responsible for the
collapse of the Conference. The developing countries led
by India strongly asserted their point to ensure that the
draft does not get agreed upon and thereafter the
Conference got collapsed. The Chief Indian negotiator,
Minister for Commerce & Industry and Law & Justice Shri
Arun Jaitley, who had shown exemplary courage and
strong negotiation skills at Cancun had rightly described
the Cancun as 'a historic turn due to shift in the balance of
power'. Surely, no deal is better than a bad deal, so it was-
n't a total victory but a partial one as a successful agree-
ment in our favour would have made the industrialists and
farmers back home even more happier. Nevertheless,
Cancun brought about an attitudinal change in the rich
countries for the developing world as they (developed
countries) were caught unaware with the level of pre-
paredness and unity of their developing counterparts.
One has to ,make sure that the unity is consolidated.
Reports that five countries viz., Columbia, Peru, Costa
Rica, Equador and Guatemala from the G 20+ have left
the group post-Cancun are not only disturbing but points
at the gameplan that the rich block is best at. The bending
of this fragility must be addressed on priority by those who
proclaim to be leaders of the Group, else poor will lose
more than what they gained at Cancun.

Now, who is to blame for the collapse of the
Conference that ended without an agreement? Was it
really developing countries' strong opposition which
was responsible for the collapse of the Conference? or Is
it the developed countries' apprehension, at the end, that

they would have more to lose than to gain from an agree-
ment at Cancun? Surely, the rich countries are to be
blamed for the collapse of the talks at Cancun because it
failed due to the arrogance of EU and US. It is increas-
ingly felt that WTO's decision making processes are not
democratic. The US and EU do what they want and
thrust it down on developing countries. That happened
in Uruguay and continued until Cancun. The WTO was
designed to correct the skews of unfairness emanating
out of the multi-lateral trade rules by creating a rules-
based, predictable and democratic environment, but,
developed nations have, till now, worked out deals in
their favour in the garb of providing petty aids to the
poor world. The US and EU now, need to realise that
WTO can move forward only by consensus and Cancun
has made it amply clear. The failure of talks can, there-
fore, be called as an indirect victory for democratic,
transparent and participative decision making processes.

As merely basking in celebration would not serve our
purpose, we must also act quickly to shape our Post-Cancun
agenda which involves a major stake in a multi-lateral trad-
ing system. We also need to assess as to how much is at stake
for us in Agriculture. Given the lack of domestic reforms in
agriculture, does it matter if developed countries reduce
domestic support and export subsidies? Do we have signif-
icant export interest in agriculture or our interest lies in cap-
ping the import threat? But, to give a boost to multi- lateral
trade, Doha Round must succeed undoubtedly, and to
achieve that end, there is no alternative, but to make mean-
ingful progress at the new phase of WTO consultations
starting at General Council intended to chalk out the future
course of action since Cancun. Message from Cancun was
clear - develop and act only on consensus - any attempt,
even now, to move on the basis of rich countries' driven
texts (September 13 draft text) may derail the entire process.

At the domestic level, one could still point to the need
for development of a cadre of specialised trade negotia-
tors to effectively argue our case at WTO level. The need
for setting up a National Institute for International trade
negotiation, research and strategy planning has become
an absolute necessity now and should not be delayed any
further. Need to forge more regional trade agreements
and Free Trade Agreements with South block have
already proved their point. Besides, the developing coun-
tries, India included, as a matter of strategy for extracting
more pressure in the future negotiations, may also look
upon having domestic protectionist provisions akin to
those prevalent in US and EU, which can be effectively
used as a shield at WTO level. ■
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